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2 of 6 review helpful A creative writer trying to Inform didn t work By Casual Reader The author disrupted an 
interesting and important topic that he is clearly knowledgeable of with his sexual experiences maybe the theme 
Coming to Age and his writing style reminded me of a poet trying to write history and embellishing the issues so much 
that we can not simply enjoy and learn of his experiences 0 of 1 review helpfu From the melting pot that was Iraqi 
society comes a tale recounted by a grand old man of Canadian letters of growing up as a Jewish boy in Baghdad in 
the 1940s Naim Kattan was born into an intellectual Jewish family in Baghdad in 1928 He his brother and his friend 
Nessim were the only Jews in a group of young men who met every evening in a cafe to talk passionately abut creating 
a national Iraqi literature in their newly independent country They had good re Judaism community friendship love 
Farhoud and above all reading and writing form the core of Kattan s vibrant telling of his upbringing in Jewish 
Baghdad during the mid 20th century The book is infused with vivid descriptions The book functions a 
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